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My invention relates to rain capes made of

very light material, such as oiled silk, light rub
berized cloth, plastic films, coated fabrics or other
materials Cellophane-like in appearance and
texture, all very light and capable of being fold
ed in small, compact parcels, and has particular
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reference to the arm hole construction of Such

a garment to lengthen the life of the garment
and render it strong enough to withstand hard

usage without tearing the garment and render

O

ing it unfit for use.

Another and further object of my invention

is the proVision of a garment having an arm.
hole construction which is reinforced and made

stronger than what has been possible in con
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structions of this character heretofore.

A further object of my invention is the provi

sion of a garment which is so constructed that
the garment is reinforced where stress is great
est and so fashioned that the garment will not

seams and binding strips forming in effect
strengthening means for the garment in these
particular areas.
A flap 25 is provided on the left side of the
garment, with a similar flap 26 on the right side.
The rear edge of the flap 25 is joined onto and
stitched to the panel
by continuous rows of
stitches 20, 20 forming a seam between the side
section
and the intermediate section 8. A
transverse binding strip 27 is provided at the
top of the flap 25 and a similar binding strip
28 is placed at the bottom edge of the flap 25,

with transverse stitching 29, 29 fixing the ends
The ends of the flap 25 are diagonally disposed
so that if water lodges at the bottom of the

of the flap 25 firmly to the intermediate section 8.
20

tear or rend readily around the arm holes, as
is common with garments heretofore constructed
of very lightweight material.
These and other objects of my invention Will
be more fully and better understood by reference

pocket it will drain outward toward the Outer
side of the garment, while water collecting at
the top of the pocket will drain rearwardly
toward the garment and not downward toward
the opening of the flap and inside of the rain
cape. The front side of the flap is somewhat
longer than the rear side so that when the flap

to the accompanying sheet of drawing, and in
Which

Figure i is a front elevational view of a rain

cape embodying my invention;

Figure 2 is a detailed elevational view of an
arm opening on the left side of the garment; and
Figure 3 is a fragmentary sectional view on
line 3-3 of Figure 2.
Referring now specifically to the drawing and

along the front marginal edges of the two inter
edges of the front sections 3 and 4, respec
tively, with binding strips 24 overlaying the
edges of the sections 8 and 9, respectively, the

mediate sections 8 and 9 and along the rear
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is drawn taut there is a tendency to hold the
against the section 8, thereby preventing water
from entering into the flap or the flap falling
away from the section, allowing rain to pass
under the flap to the inner part of the rain

forward edge of the flap somewhat closely

in which like reference characters refer to like 35 Cape.

parts throughout, a rain cape O is shown, made
up of side sections and 2, front sections 3
and f4, and fastener supporting strips f5 and

f6 to which rows of snap fasteners 7, 7 are

secured. Intermediate sections f8 and 9 are
Secured along their rear edges to the Sections

A and 2 by rows of stitching 20, 20, except for
to a point 22 where the rear edge of the panel

a short distance from a point indicated at 2

i8 is left free, thus providing a slit 23, illustrated

particularly in Figure 2, through which the arm
of the Wearer can be inserted if desired.

In

Along the forward edge of the flap 25 is a
binding strip 30 which is folded over the for

ward edge of the flap and secured thereto by
stitching 3. The flap 25 has a portion of its
width cut away so that it is slightly narrower
than the panel 8, to allow a somewhat greater
freedom of movement of the arm when it is

extended through the slit 23 than might other
wise be possible. The binding strip 30 is carried
forward into the lines of stitching 24, 24 which
secure the edges of the sections 3 and 8 to
gether. This binding is made of an extremely
strong, Waterproofed and fairly heavy material
so that in addition to forming a binding strip

forming the lines of stitching, the edges of the
sections and 8 are overlapped, with a double
row of stitching to provide additional strength : for the edge of the flap 25 it forms a Support
for this flap. By being carried into the Seam
in a longitudinal direction through the seams
formed by securing the sections together and the at each of its ends and stitched firmly therein,
it anchors the flap 25 in position on the garment
rows of stitching, and have binding strips 20
and resists tearing of the garment at this par
stitched into the Sean thereby materially
ticular point, thereby adding materially to the
strengthening the garment. The sections 8 and
life of the garment.
9 at their forward edges are secured to the sec
The rear edge of the section 8 adjacent the
tions 3 and f4, respectively, by rows of stitch
slit 23 also has a binding strip 32 thereon, which
ing 24, 24. This stitching 24 extends from the
is folded over the free edge of the section 8
bottom of the garment to the shoulder portion
thereof and forms, in effect, a seam extending () and secured thereto by stitching 33. This rein
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forcing member extends into the Seam formed
by the stitches 20, at 34 and 35. The binding
strip 32 is of the same material as the binding
strip 30, and reinforces the section 8 and pre
vents this section from being torn around the
arm opening, as is common with garments of
this type and character.
From the foregoing description it will be

extending side and front Sections, narrow inter

mediate sections secured to one edge of each of

said front Sections and to one edge of each of

said side sections for substantially its length but
5

detached therefrom for a short distance whereby
arm openings are formed at the front of the

garment, and flaps of Substantially the Same

length as the openings and of Substantially the

understood that the formation of the narrow Sec
same width as the said intermediate Sections
tions at the front of the garment and the Seams O secured to the intermediate Sections at their top

extending down the front of the garment form
a reinforcing support for the garment at these
points. The edges of the flap portions, by having
the binding strips extend into these seams, are

and bottom ends and to rows of Stitching which
secure the intermediate Sections and the side
and front sections together.

3. A garment having a plurality of vertically
extending side and front sections, narrow inter

also materially strengthened and supported in

such manner that the garment will not be easily

torn by the wearer in using the arm hole. When
the arm of the wearer is inserted through the
slits at the front of the garment, there is often
a tendency to rest the weight of the arm on the
garment along the point of juncture of the sec

mediate Sections Secured to One edge of each of
said front Sections and to One edge of each of

said side sections for substantially its length but
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tion 3 to the section 8, thereby adding Con
siderably to the strain on the garment. Due to
the fact that rain capes and rain coats of this

detached therefrom for a short distance whereby
arm openings are formed at the front of the
garment, and flaps of Substantially the same
length as the openings and of substantially the

same width as the said intermediate sections

type are apt to be made of very lightweight
material, they are easily torn and the rend

secured to the intermediate sections at their top
and bottom ends and by their rear edges to the
garment but free at their forward edge, the free

on the garment which is apt to rend or tear it

edges of the flaps having binding strips thereon
Which extend into the seams adjacent the ends
of the said binding StripS.
4. A garment having a plurality of vertically

usually occurs near the arm opening. Like
wise, when the arm is inserted through the open
ing and the hands used, there is an upWard pull
in movements of the arms. In carrying the
binding strips for the edges of the flaps into
the seams, the garment is strengthened at this

point and particularly so with the narrow strip
of material and the two Seams extending ver
tically to the front of the garment.

In illustrating the garment, only the front
sections are shown, it being deemed unneces
sary to show the rear section because the same
general construction can be used or the entire
back section can be made of a single piece of
material if desired. Likewise, a detailed de
scription of the opening at the right side of the
garment has not been given because its construc

tion is exactly the same as that on the left
side, illustrated in Figure 2 and described in de

tail, except that it is made from an opposite
direction.

While I have described more or less precisely
the details of construction, I do not Wish to be
understood as limiting myself thereto, as I con
template changes in form and the proportion of

parts and the substitution of equivalents as cir
cumstances may suggest Or render expedient
without departing from the Spirit or Scope of
the appended claims.

-

What is claimed is:
1. A garment having a plurality of vertically
extending Side and front Sections, narrow inter

edges of each intermediate section and the free
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extending side and front, sections, narrow inter

mediate sections secured to one edge of each of
said front Sections and to One edge of each of
said side Sections for substantially its length but
detached therefrom for a short distance whereby
arm openings are formed at the front of the gar
ment, and flaps of substantially the same length
as the openings and of Substantially the same
width as the said intermediate sections secured

to the intermediate sections at their top and bot
tom ends and by their rear edges to the garment
but free at their forward edge, the free edges of
each intermediate Section and the free edges
of each of said flaps having binding strips secured
thereto which extend into and are secured by
roWS of stitching securing the side Sections, the
front Sections and the intermediate Sections
together.
5. A garment having a plurality of vertically
extending side and front sections, narrow inter
mediate sections Secured to one edge of each of
said front sections and to one edge of each of
Said side Sections for substantially its length but
detached therefrom for a short-distance whereby
arm openings are formed at the front of the
garment, and flaps of substantially the same

length as the openings and of substantially the

Same width as the said intermediate sections
mediate sections secured to One edge of each of 60 secured to the intermediate sections at their
said front Sections and to one edge of each of
top and botton ends and by their rear edges to
said side sections for SubStantially its length but
the garment but free at their forward edge, the

detached therefrom for a short distance whereby
arm openings are formed at the front of the gar
ment, and flaps of Substantially the same length
as the openings and of substantially the same

free edges of the intermediate sections having

binding strips which extend into the seams and
are Secured by stitching at the side of the side

Section, and the free edge of each of the flaps
having binding strips thereon which extend into
the Seams and are secured by stitching holding
om ends and by their rear edges to the garment, 70 the intermediate and front sections together.
but free at their forward edges.

width as the said intermediate sections secured
to the intermediate sections at their top and bot
2. A garment having a plurality of vertically
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